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INTRODUCTION
The von Thünen model of agricultural land use (von Thünen, 1826) was succeeded to Alonso’s residential land use
model (Alonso, 1964). They are still important in urban economics. According to these models, urban land use would
form a concentric circle pattern. The urban activity which can pay more land bid locates more near CBD. However,
actual land use patterns don’t show such clear pattern. Activities locate at various points in time and have various
periods of existence. Moreover land owners have speculative expectation of capital gain/loss of their lots. Such
condition would bring about uncertainty on decision-making of both land demander and supplier.
The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between decision-making of the rent and the land use pattern by
agent-based urban simulation.

CURRENT DEVELPMENTS
One dimensional urban space is supposed in order to visualize space-time urban development. Business, factory, and
residential agents are defined as land-demand agents. A land owner is defined as a land-supply agent. Each lot is
evaluated by following two utility functions: one is the distance from CBD, the other is environmental condition. A
land-supply agent decides the rent of its lot for earning more money. A decision tree is employed for modeling the
decision-making. A land-demand agent searches the most preferable lot within the limited budget. In order to increase
demands of both agents, the decision tree is optimized by Genetic Programming.
Until now, the result that the land use formed irregular pattern has been obtained. By the deadline of the paper
submission, I will proceed with this study by improving the model and demonstrating some scenarios.
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